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We show that the symmetry algebra of asymptotically �at four dimensional spacetimes at null in�nity in the sense of
Newman and Unti is isomorphic to the direct sum of the abelian algebra of in�nitesimal conformal rescalings with bms4.
We then work out the local conformal properties of the relevant Newman-Penrose coe�cients, as well as the surface charges
and their algebra.
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1 Introduction

This conference proceedings summarizes the results
of paper [1] to which we refer for detailed computations
and discussions.

The de�nitions of asymptotically �at four dimen-
sional space-times at null in�nity by Bondi-Van der
Burg-Metzner-Sachs [2, 3] (BMS) and Newman-Unti
(NU) [4] in 1962 merely di�er by the choice of the radial
coordinate. Such a change of gauge should not a�ect
the asymptotic symmetry algebra if, as we contend,
this concept is to have a major physical signi�cance.
The problem of comparing the symmetry algebra in
both cases is that, besides the di�erence in gauge, the
very de�nitions of these algebras are not the same. In-
deed, NU allow the leading part of the metric induced
on Scri to undergo a conformal rescaling. When this
generalization is considered in the BMS setting, it turns
out that the symmetry algebra is the direct sum of the
BMS algebra bms4 [5] with the abelian algebra of in-
�nitesimal conformal rescalings [6], [7].

In this note we show that, as expected, the asymp-
totic symmetry algebra in the NU framework is again
the direct sum of bms4 with the abelian algebra of in-
�nitesimal conformal rescalings of the metric on Scri
and thus coincides, as it should, with the generalized
symmetry algebra in the BMS approach.

We then discuss the transformation properties of
the Newman-Penrose coe�cients parametrizing solu-
tion space in the NU approach, focussing on the in-
homogeneous terms in the transformation laws that
contain the information on the central extensions of
the theory, and we �nally study the associated surface
charges and their algebra by following the analysis in
the BMS gauge [8].

2 NU metric ansatz and asymptotic symme-
tries

The metric ansatz of NU can be written as

ds2 = Wdu2−2drdu+gAB(dxA−V Adu)(dxB−V Bdu) ,

(1)

with coordinates u, r, xA and where gABdx
AdxB =

r2γ̄ABdx
AdxB+rCABdx

AdxB+o(r) , with γ̄AB confor-
mally �at. Below, we will use standard stereographic
coordinates ζ = cot θ2e

iφ, ζ̄, γ̄ABdx
AdxB = e2ϕ̃dζdζ̄,

ϕ̃ = ϕ̃(u, x). There is also an additional condition, re-
lated to the �xing of the origin of the a�ne parameter
of the null geodesic generators of the null hypersur-
faces used to build the metric [4], which yields here
CAA = 0 [1].

In the following we denote by D̄A the covariant
derivative with respect to γ̄AB and by ∆̄ the asso-
ciated Laplacian. The fall-o� conditions are V A =
O(r−2) and W = −2r∂uϕ̃ + ∆̄ϕ̃ + O(r−1), where
∆̄ϕ̃ = 4e−2ϕ̃∂∂̄ϕ̃ with ∂ = ∂ζ , ∂̄ = ∂ζ̄ .

The in�nitesimal NU transformations are de�ned
as those in�nitesimal transformations that leave the
form of the metric and the fall-o� conditions invariant,
up to a rescaling of the conformal factor δϕ̃(u, xA) =
ω̃(u, xA), and are in this case generated by

ξu = f,
ξA = Y A + IA, IA = −∂Bf

∫∞
r
dr′gAB ,

ξr = −r∂uf + Z + J, J = ∂Af
∫∞
r
dr′V A,

(2)

with ∂rf = 0 = ∂rY
A = ∂rZ, Z = 1

2∆̄f , ∂uY
A = 0,

with Y A a conformal Killing vector of γ̄AB , i.e. Y
ζ ≡

Y = Y (ζ), Y ζ̄ ≡ Ȳ = Ȳ (ζ̄) in the coordinates (ζ, ζ̄),
and also with

f = eϕ̃
[
T̃ +

1

2

∫ u

0

du′e−ϕ̃ψ̃
]
, T̃ = T̃ (ζ, ζ̄), (3)
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with ψ = D̄AY
A and ψ̃ = ψ − 2ω̃. Asymptotic

Killing vectors thus depend on Y A, T̃ , ω̃ and the met-
ric, ξ = ξ[Y, T̃ , ω̃; g]. For such metric dependent vec-
tor �elds, consider the suitably modi�ed Lie bracket
taking the metric dependence of the spacetime vectors
into account, [ξ1, ξ2]M = [ξ1, ξ2]− δgξ1ξ2 + δgξ2ξ1, where

δgξ1ξ2 denotes the variation in ξ2 under the variation of

the metric induced by ξ1, δ
g
ξ1
gµν = Lξ1gµν . Consider

now the extended bms4 algebra, i.e., the semi-direct
sum of the algebra of conformal Killing vectors of the
Riemann sphere with the abelian ideal of in�nitesimal
supertranslations, trivially extended by in�nitesimal
conformal rescalings of the conformally �at degenerate
metric on Scri. The commutation relations are given

by [(Y1, T̃1, ω̃1), (Y2, T̃2, ω̃2)] = (Ŷ ,
̂̃
T , ̂̃ω) where

Ŷ A = Y B1 ∂BY
A
2 − Y B2 ∂BY

A
1 ,̂̃

T = Y A1 ∂AT̃2 − Y A2 ∂AT̃1 + 1
2 (T̃1∂AY

A
2 − T̃2∂AY

A
1 ),̂̃ω = 0 .

(4)

In these terms, one can show the following:

Theorem 2.1 The spacetime vectors ξ[Y, T̃ , ω̃; g] re-
alize the extended bms4 algebra in the modi�ed Lie
bracket,[
ξ[Y1, T̃1, ω̃1; g], ξ[Y2, T̃2, ω̃2; g]

]
M

= ξ[Ŷ ,
̂̃
T , ̂̃ω; g] , (5)

in the bulk of an asymptotically �at spacetime in the
sense of Newman and Unti.

Note in particular that for two di�erent choices of the
conformal factor ϕ̃ which is held �xed, ω̃ = 0, the
asymptotic symmetry algebras are isomorphic to bms4,
which is thus a gauge invariant statement.

3 Explicit relations between the NU and the
BMS gauges and local conformal transfor-
mation laws of the NU coe�cients

The choice of the radial coordinate in the de�-
nition of asymptotically �at space-times in the BMS
[2], [3], [5] and the NU [4] approaches di�ers but the
relation between the two radial coordinates does not
involve constant terms [1] and is of the form r′ =
r + O(r−1) . This change of coordinates only a�ects
lower order terms in the asymptotic expansion of the
metric that play no role in the de�nition of asymptotic
symmetries and explains a posteriori why the asymp-
totic symmetry algebras in both approaches are iso-
morphic.

In the BMS set-up, the general solution to Ein-
stein's �eld equations is parametrized by some func-
tions [2], [3], [7] among which are the mass and angu-
lar momentum aspects, and the news tensors. In the

NU case instead [4], the free data characterizing solu-
tion space are described in terms of the spin coe�cient
σ0 and its time derivative, and also in terms of the
Ψ0
α (with α = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4), �ve complex scalars repre-

senting all the components of the Weyl tensor. The
explicit relations between the free data characterizing
asymptotic solution space in both approaches were es-
tablished for instance in [1].

Using the �eth� operators [9] de�ned for a �eld ηs

of spin weight s according to the conventions of [10]
through ðηs = P 1−s∂̄(P sηs) , ð̄ηs = P 1+s∂(P−sηs)
with P =

√
2e−ϕ̃ , where ð, ð̄ raise respectively lower

the spin weight by one unit and let Y = P−1Ȳ and
Ȳ = P−1Y . The conformal Killing equations and
the conformal factor then become ðȲ = 0 = ð̄Y and
ψ = (ðY + ð̄Ȳ). Using the notation S = (Y, T̃ , ω̃), we
have −δS γ̄AB = 2ω̃γ̄AB for the background metric.

To work out the transformation properties of
the NU coe�cients characterizing asymptotic solution
space, one needs to evaluate the subleading terms in
the Lie derivative of the metric on-shell. This can also
be done by translating the results from the BMS gauge,
using the dictionary of [1], which yields in this case

−δSσ0 = [f∂u + Yð + Ȳð̄ +
3

2
ðY − 1

2
ð̄Ȳ − ω̃]σ0 − ð2f ,

−δS σ̇0 = [f∂u + Yð + Ȳð̄ + 2ðY − 2ω̃]σ̇0 − 1

2
ð2ψ̃ ,

−δSΨ0
i = [f∂u + Yð + Ȳð̄ +

5− i
2

ðY +
1 + i

2
ð̄Ȳ−

− 3ω̃]Ψ0
i + (4− i)ðfΨ0

i+1 ,

(6)

with i = 1, 2, 3, 4.

4 Surface charge algebra

In this section, ω̃ = 0 so that f = T + 1
2uψ and

we use the notation s = (Y, Ȳ, T ) for elements of the
symmetry algebra, which is given in these terms by
[s1, s2] = ŝ where

Ŷ = Y1ðY2 − (1↔ 2),̂̄Y = Ȳ1ð̄Ȳ2 − (1↔ 2),

T̂ = (Y1ð + Ȳ1ð̄)T2 −
1

2
ψ1T2 − (1↔ 2) .

(7)

The translation of the charges, the non-integrable piece
due to the news and the central charges computed in [8]
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gives here

Qs[X ] = − 1

8πG

∫
d2Ωϕ

[(
f(Ψ0

2 + σ0 ˙̄σ0)+

+ Y(Ψ0
1 + σ0ðσ̄0 +

1

2
ð(σ0σ̄0))

)
+ c.c.

]
,

Θs[δX ,X ] =
1

8πG

∫
d2Ωϕ f

[
˙̄σ0δσ0 + c.c.

]
, (8)

Ks1,s2 [X ] =
1

8πG

∫
d2Ωϕ

[(1

4
f1ðf2ð̄R̄+

+
1

2
σ̄0f1ð2ψ2 − (1↔ 2)

)
+ c.c.

]
.

We recognize all the ingredients of the surface
charges described in [11]. More precisely the angular
(super-)momentum that we get is

QY,0,0 = − 1

8πG

∫
d2Ωϕ Y

[
Ψ0

1 + σ0ðσ̄0 +
1

2
ð(σ0σ̄0)−

− u

2
ð
(
Ψ0

2 + Ψ̄0
2 + ∂u(σ0σ̄0)

)]
(9)

and di�ers from Qηc given in equation (4) of [11] by the
explicitly u-dependent term of the second line. It thus
has a similar structure to Penrose's angular momentum
as described in equations (11), (12), and (17a) of [11] in
the sense that it also di�ers by a speci�c amount of lin-
ear supermomentum, but the amount is di�erent and
explicitly u-dependent, QY,0,0 = Qu=0

Y,0,0 + 1
2uQ0,0,ðY .

The main result derived in [8] states that if one
is allowed to integrate by parts, and if one de-
�nes the �Dirac bracket� through {Qs1 , Qs2}∗[X ] =

−δs2Qs1 [X ]+Θs2 [−δs1X ,X ], then the charges de�ne a
representation of the bms4 algebra, up to a �eld depen-
dent central extension, {Qs1 , Qs2}∗ = Q[s1,s2] +Ks1,s2 ,
where Ks1,s2 satis�es the generalized cocycle condition
K[s1,s2],s3 − δs3Ks1,s2 + cyclic(1, 2, 3) = 0 . This repre-
sentation theorem can be veri�ed directly in the present
context [1].

To the best of our knowledge, except for the previ-
ous analysis in the BMS gauge, the above representa-
tion result does not exist elsewhere in the literature.

A major issue in these considerations is whether
one uses the globally well-de�ned version of the bms4

algebra or a local version which contains the Virasoro
algebra and involves an expansion in terms of Laurent
series. The formulas presented above generally apply
to both cases, except for divergences in the charges
that appear in the second case and have to be handled
properly. This is discussed in more details in [1].
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Ã. Áàðíèø, Ï.-Õ. Ëàìáåðò

ÀÑÈÌÏÒÎÒÈ×ÅÑÊÈÅ ÑÈÌÌÅÒÐÈÈ ÏÐÈ ÑÂÅÒÎÏÎÄÎÁÍÎÉ ÁÅÑÊÎÍÅ×ÍÎÑÒÈ È
ËÎÊÀËÜÍÛÅ ÊÎÍÔÎÐÌÍÛÅ ÑÂÎÉÑÒÂÀ ÑÏÈÍÎÂÛÕ ÊÎÝÔÔÈÖÈÅÍÒÎÂ

Ïîêàçàíî, ÷òî àëãåáðà ñèìåòðèè àñèìïòîòè÷åñêè ïëîñêîãî ÷åòûð¼õìåðíîãî ïðîñòðàíñòâà-âðåìåíè ïðè ñâåïîïîäîáíîé
áåñêîíå÷íîñòè â ñìûñëå Íüþìàíà è Óíòè èçîìîðôíà ïðÿìîé ñóììå àáåëåâîé àëãåáïû áåñêîíå÷íî ìàëûõ êîíôîðìíûõ
ïðåîáðàçîâàíèé ñ bms4. Îáñóæäàþòñÿ ëîêàëüíûå êîíôîðìíûå ñâîéñòâà ñîîòâåòñòâóþùèõ êîýôôèöèåíòîâ Íüþìàíà-
Ïåíðîóçà, à òàêæå ïîâåðõíîñòíûå çàðÿäû è èõ àëãåáðà.

Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: êîíôîðìíàÿ ñèììåòðèÿ, êîýôôèöèåíòû Íüþìàíà-Ïåíðîóçà.
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